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Abstract—Due to rapid advancement of powerful image processing software, digital images are easy to manipulate and modify by ordinary people. Lots of digital images are edited for a specific purpose and more difficult to distinguish from their original ones. We propose a clustering method to detect a copy-move image forgery of JPEG, BMP, TIFF, and PNG. The process starts with reducing the color of the photos. Then, we use the clustering technique to divide information of measuring data by Hausdorff Distance. The result shows that the purposed methods is capable of inspecting the image file and correctly identify the forgery.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PHOTOGRAPHY is one of the most popular and interesting activities that can be performed anywhere. The major equipment of taking a photo is a digital camera which is convenient, inexpensive, and easy to use. In addition, it can save the images and instantly display them [1]. That is the reason why a photo from digital cameras is popularly used in many media, such as newspapers, magazines, social network, even including crime scene evidences [2]. These photos may contain important events and be used as evidence. Nowadays, there is a doubt whether the pictures have been changed or not [3]. Retouching photos is now harmfully cultural competence spreading all over the internet. Celebrities, actors, politicians, even civilians can be the victim of retouching [4]. Tampering images might lead harmfully to misunderstanding or misleading the truth which the suspect reputation of people in the photos.

The image forgery detection is classified into active and passive [5]. Active process uses digital watermark to examine the fake images as shown in Fig. 1. Hiding information into the image before using can be used to examine the history of that image [6]. Nevertheless, this technique also has limitations such as the user has to know how to embed the secret information onto the image. This technique is inappropriate and difficult to inspect pictures.

In contrast, the passive technique does not embed information into a picture. This technique is much more appropriate and easier. Many researchers have focused on passive image forgery detection. Fridrich [7] has developed techniques of overlapping block and DCT which extract feature of the images, then compare the similarity of block. Popsecu and Farid [8] use PCA to reduce the dimension of the block. Farid [8] suggest the idea of using vision of human being to examine shadow of objects, reflection of objects and distortion of objects. The image forgery detection methods that have been developed by most researchers are feature extraction by using various techniques such as DCT and PCA.

There are two types of popular techniques of attack; Copy-paste and Image Slicing. In Copy-paste image, forgery takes some parts of the image and paste onto another part of the same image as shown in Fig. 3.

Image Splicing technique, on the other hand, takes some parts from two or more images to create a new image and change the look of the original image [7] as shown in Fig. 4.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

Copy-Paste tampering is done by copying a region of the image and pasting it on another place in the same image. When a region is copied and pasted to another place, it will keep some of its underling features that can be used to identify tampering. The feature used here is the color pattern.
Specifically, we study the color present in an image where one of its regions is replicated, which has almost the same color pattern for both the copied and pasted parts. The general framework of our process is as shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 3 Sample copy-paste image forgery (a) original image, (b) fake image, (c) original image, (d) fake image

**A. Step 1: Decreasing Image Details**

We first blur the image \(f\) for eliminate noise and detail, and then degrade the color of image.

**B. Step 2: Splitting Image into Blocks N x N**

Split the image \(f\), of size \(m \times n\), which is tiled as blocks of pixels selected by sliding, pixel by pixel, from the top-left corner to the bottom-right corner.

**C. Step 3: Extract Colors of Splitting Blocks and Cluster Data**

We extract characteristic color with every block and categorize data of the image.

**D. Step 4: Clustering the Similarity of Colors by Hausdorff Distance**

Finding the similarity data is the process to identify a duplicate position by measuring distance of information group by Hausdorff distance. Given two finite point sets \(A = \{a_1, \ldots, a_m\}\) and \(B = \{b_1, \ldots, b_n\}\), the Hausdorff distance is defined as:

\[
H(A, B) = \max \left( h(A,B), h(B,A) \right)
\]

where

\[
h(A,B) = \max_{a \in A} \min_{b \in B} \|a - b\| \quad (2)
\]

and \(\|\|\) is some underlying norm on the points of \(A\) and \(B\). The function \(h(A,B)\) is called the directed Hausdorff distance from \(A\) to \(B\). It identifies the point in \(A\) that is farthest from any point in \(B\) and measures the distance from a to its nearest neighbor in \(B\). The function \(h(A,B)\) in effect ranks each point of \(A\) based on its distance to the nearest point of \(B\) and then uses the largest ranked such point as the distance.

**III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT**

We tested the performance of our proposed method on JPEG, TIFF, BMP, and PNG which have each of photo files are 100 images. All images are of 512x384 pixels. The photo was edited by copy-move technique as shown in Fig. 6.

Figs. 6 (a)-(c) show an example of copy-paste forgery. Fig. 6 (d) shows the modification of image is copied and pasted balloon in the image. Fig. 6 (e) shows weed picture is copied and pasted flower in the image. Fig. 6 (f) shows turtle picture is copied the upper turtle and pasted in the lower part.
Fig. 6 (a), (b), (c) original images (d), (e), (f) images tampered by copy-paste technique

The results can be visually inspected in Fig. 7. The red areas depict the duplicated regions that were successfully detected. The measure of accuracy is summarized in Table I.

The result of the detection shows the accuracy of copy-paste technique of JPEG file which can be identified the duplicate position correctly at 64.36%. TIFF, BMP and PNG files show the accuracy at 62.54%, 61.78% and 60.98%. Average detection time of BMP file spent 120 seconds on a machine having Intel Core 2 Duo 2.1 GHz CPU and 4 GB RAM. In addition, JPEG, TIFF, and PNG spent 150, 180 and 165 seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Type</th>
<th>% Accuracy Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>64.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIFF</td>
<td>62.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP</td>
<td>60.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNG</td>
<td>61.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: Results obtained from the example forgeries

Fig. 8 Average detection time of each file format

IV. CONCLUSION

Digital image forgery detection is an interesting research topic in forensics science. An effective detection of specific copy-paste type of image tampering has been proposed in this paper. In this paper, we show that our process is useful to identify the copy-paste region. The proposed method can detect duplicated region from all sample images. In the future, we would like to detect other types of image files and enhance performance of the proposed detection.
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